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Text Generation aims to produce plausible and readable text in human language from input data. The resurgence
of deep learning has greatly advanced this field by neural generation models, especially the paradigm of
pretrained language models (PLMs). Grounding text generation on PLMs is seen as a promising direction in
both academia and industry. In this survey, we present the recent advances achieved in the topic of PLMs for
text generation. In detail, we begin with introducing three key points of applying PLMs to text generation: 1)
how to encode the input data as representations preserving input semantics which can be fused into PLMs; 2)
how to design a universal and performant architecture of PLMs served as generation models; and 3) how to
optimize PLMs given the reference text and ensure the generated text satisfying special text properties. Then,
we figure out several challenges and future directions within each key point. Next, we present a summary of
various useful resources and typical text generation applications to work with PLMs. Finally, we conclude and
summarize the contribution of this survey.
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INTRODUCTION

Text generation, also known as natural language generation, has been one of the most important
sub-fields in natural language processing (NLP). It aims at producing plausible and readable text
in human language, from the input data in a variety of forms including text, image, tabular and
knowledge base. In recent decades, text generation techniques have been extensively applied to a
wide range of applications [102]. For example, dialog system generates responses to user utterances
in a conversation [230]; machine translation translates a text from one language into another [29];
text summarization generates an abridged summaries of the source text [38].
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Fig. 1. An illustrative process of applying PLMs to text generation. We divide the process into three main
steps: input representation learning, model architecture design and selection, model optimization.

The essential goal of text generation is to learn a mapping function from input data to output text.
Early approaches usually adopt statistical language models for modeling the condition probabilities
of words given the 𝑛-gram context [11, 12]. Such a statistical approach is likely to suffer from the
data sparsity issue, and a number of smoothing methods have been developed in order to better
estimate unobserved term occurrences [178, 214]. With the emergence and development of deep
learning techniques [94], neural network models have dominated the mainstream techniques in
text generation and achieved tremendous improvements in generating natural language text. Deep
neural generation models usually adopt the sequence-to-sequence framework [176] based on the
encoder-decoder scheme: the encoder first maps the input sequence into fix-sized low-dimensional
vectors (called input embeddings), and then the decoder generates the target text conditioned on
the input embeddings. Various text generation models have been proposed with different designs
for the encoder-decoder architecture, such as graph neural networks (GNN) for graph data [100]
and recurrent neural networks (RNN) for text data [105]. Besides, the attention mechanism [2]
and copy mechanism [165] are widely used to improve the performance of text generation models.
An important merit of deep neural networks for text generation is that they enable end-to-end
learning of semantic mappings from the input data to output text without labor-intensive feature
engineering. Moreover, deep neural models employ low-dimensional semantic representations [79]
to capture linguistic features of language, which is useful to alleviate data sparsity.
Despite the success of deep neural models for text generation, a major performance bottleneck
lies in the availability of large-scale labelled datasets. Most of text generation methods require
substantial amounts of manually labelled parallel data, which restricts their applicability in many
domains that suffer from a dearth of annotated examples. To date, most of existing labelled datasets
for text generation tasks are usually small. In such case, deep neural networks are likely to overfit
on these small datasets and do not generalize well in practice. Moreover, the early neural models
for text generation tasks were still relatively shallow. Therefore, these models have difficulties in
modeling the relationship between the context and word meanings and deriving contextual word
representations for better generation [150].
In recent years, the paradigm of pretrained language models (PLMs) is thriving in NLP [150]. The
basic idea is to first pretrain the models on large-scale unsupervised corpus and then fine-tune these
models in downstream supervised tasks to achieve state-of-the-art results. With the emergence
of Transformer [179] and the development of computational power, the architecture of PLMs has
advanced from shallow to deep, such as BERT [33] and OpenAI GPT [152]. Substantial works
have shown that PLMs can encode massive amounts of linguistic knowledge from corpus into
their large-scale parameters and learn universal and contextual representations of language with
specially designed objectives such as language modeling during pretraining. Therefore, PLMs
are generally beneficial for downstream tasks and can avoid training a new model from scratch.
Following the success of PLMs in other NLP tasks, researchers have proposed to solve the text
generation task based on PLMs [13, 98, 153]. Pretrained on large-scale corpus, PLMs are able to
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understand natural language accurately and further express in human language fluently, both of
which are critical abilities to fulfill text generation tasks. Grounding text generation on PLMs is
seen as a promising direction in both academia and industry. Thus, in this survey, we focus on text
generation as this field has been totally transformed by these powerful PLMs.
Existing surveys in this area only partially reviewed some related topics. For example, Qiu
et al. [150] summarized two generations of PLMs for the whole NLP domain and introduced various
extensions and adaption approaches of PLMs. Kalyan et al. [85] gave a brief overview of the advances
of self-supervised learning in Transformer-based PLMs. Han et al. [67] took a deep look into the
history of pretraining, especially its special relation with transfer learning and self-supervised
learning. Besides, El-Kassas et al. [38] mainly paid attention to the current application of PLMs to
the field of automatic text summarization. Zaib et al. [210] discussed the implementation of PLMs in
dialog systems with a special emphasis on question answering systems. These researches focused
on specific applications, e.g., summarization and dialogue systems, while did not go deeper to the
core technique, i.e., text generation. To the best of our knowledge, our survey is the first work that
presents a comprehensive review of PLMs-based text generation. It aims to provide text generation
researchers a synthesis and pointer to related researches.
To start with, we present a general task definition of text generation and an overview of PLMs
in Section 2. Given the encoded input data, the goal of text generation is to optimize the generation
function (i.e., PLMs) for generating satisfactory output text. Thus, there are three key points of
applying PLMs to text generation: 1) how to encode the input data as representations preserving
input semantics which can be fused into PLMs (Section 3); 2) how to design a universal and
performant architecture of PLMs served to be the generation function (Section 4); 3) how to
optimize the generation function (i.e., PLMs) given the reference text and ensure the generated text
satisfying special text properties such as fluency and naturalness (Section 5). Then, we figure out
several typical non-trivial challenges and solutions within each key point in Section 6. We also
present a summary of various useful resources to work with PLMs in Section 7 and review PLMs
for a variety of text generation applications in Section 8. Finally, we conclude and summarize the
contribution of this survey and future directions in Section 9.
2

PRELIMINARY

In this section, we first present a general task formulation of text generation, then describe the
background of PLMs, and finally introduce three key aspects of applying PLMs to text generation.
2.1

Text Generation

Generally, a text can be denoted as a sequence of tokens 𝑦 = ⟨𝑦1, ..., 𝑦 𝑗 , ..., 𝑦𝑛 ⟩, where each token
𝑦 𝑗 is drawn from a word vocabulary V. The task of text generation aims to generate plausible
and readable text in human language. In most cases, text generation is conditioned on the input
data, such as text, image, table, and knowledge bases, which can be denoted as 𝑥. In particular,
the generated text is desired to satisfy some special properties such as fluency, naturalness, and
coherence. We define the desired property for output text as a set P. Thus, the task of text generation
can be formally described as:
𝑦 = 𝑓 M (𝑥, P),

(1)

where the generation function 𝑓 M takes as input of 𝑥 and P to produce the output text 𝑦. In this
paper, the generation function is specially crafted based on a PLM M.
Specifically, according to the type of the input data 𝑥 and the property set P, text generation can
be categorized into different kinds of applications:
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• When the input data 𝑥 is not provided or a random noise vector 𝑧, text generation will
degenerate into language modeling or unconditional text generation [151, 152]. In this case, the
output text is required to satisfy some common language properties, such as fluency and naturalness.
• When the input data 𝑥 is a set of discrete attributes (e.g., topic words, sentiment labels), text
generation becomes topic-to-text generation [31] or attribute-based generation [88]. The input
data 𝑥 plays the role of controlling the meaning of the generated text. In such situation, the output
text should be relevant to the input topics or attributes.
• When the input data 𝑥 is structured data like knowledge bae or table, text generation will be
considered as data-to-text generation [57, 103]. This task aims to generate descriptive text about
the structured data. Therefore, the output text must be objective and accurate.
• When the input data 𝑥 is multimedia input such as image and speech, text generation becomes
image caption [192] or speech recognition [43]. In image caption, we might expect the generated
caption text to be vivid for attracting children, while in speech recognition, the transformed text
must be faithful to the original speech.
• The most common form of input data 𝑥 is a text sequence, spanning a number of applications
such as machine translation [29], text summarization [161] and dialog system [220]. While, for each
kind of task, the output text would be expected to satisfy some specific properties. For example, in
dialog system, the generated response should be relevant to the input dialog history and context.
2.2

Pretrained Language Models

Pretrained language models (PLMs) are pretrained on large-scale unlabelled corpus and can be
fine-tuned on downstream tasks. Pretrained on text data, PLMs are able to encode massive linguistic
knowledge into their vast amounts of parameters, which can enhance the understanding of language
and improve the generation quality.
Owing to the great achievements that Transformer [179] has made, almost all PLMs employ
the backbone of Transformer. GPT [151] and BERT [33] are firstly developed based on Transformer decoder and encoder respectively. Following GPT and BERT, PLMs such as XLNet [202],
RoBERTa [120], ERNIE [222], T5 [153] and BART [98] are introduced. Among them, XLNet,
RoBERTa and ERNIE are improved over BERT model, while T5 and BART are encoder-decoder based
PLMs. Recent studies showed that the performance of PLMs can be boosted just by increasing the
scale of the model parameters [86], which triggered the development of large-scale PLMs like GPT-3
(175B) [13], PANGU (200B) [211], GShard (600B) [96] and Switch-Transformers (1.6T) [44] which
contains billions of or trillions of parameters. In addtion to language understanding and generation,
PLMs are also designed for other tasks like named entity recognition [146], programming [47], and
networking [123].
According to the pretraining objectives, the PLMs for text generation can be categorized as
masked language models, causal language models, prefix language models, and encoder-decoder
language models. The details of each category are discussed in Section 4.
2.3

Applying PLMs to Text Generation

To leverage PLMs for downstream text generation tasks, we need to consider three key aspects
from the perspectives of data, model, and optimization, respectively:
• Input Data: How to effectively encode the input 𝑥 as representations preserving input semantics
that can be fused into the PLM M? For text generation, the input data, containing critical semantic
information for the target output, is often not present in a suitable form for PLMs, and the data forms
are also varied for different tasks. Therefore, it needs to develop effective, flexible representation
learning approaches for capturing semantic evidence from the input in different data forms.
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• Model Architecture: How to design an effective and performant PLM M as the generation
function 𝑓 M ? In the literature, a number of PLMs have been developed, with different achitectures
(e.g., denoised autoencoder [98] and autoregressive decoder [152]). When adapting PLMs to text
generation tasks, we need to make specific design on the underlying PLMs in order to achieve good
task performance.
• Optimization Algorithm: How to effectively optimize the generation function (i.e., PLMs)
𝑓 M given the reference text 𝑦 and ensure the generated text satisfying special text properties P ?
After encoding the inputs and designing appropriate PLMs, it is important to develop effective
optimization algorithms for producing the satisfactory text. A major challenge lies in that some
desired properties for output text are difficult to be formulated or optimized.
In the following sections, we mainly present recent research works on PLM-based text generation,
focusing on the above three aspects.
3

ENCODING INPUT REPRESENTATIONS

As discussed in Section 2, the first aspect is how to encode the input data 𝑥 as representations
preserving input semantics for PLMs. In this section, we will introduce three main types of input
data for text generation, i.e., unstructured input, structured input, and multimedia input.
3.1

Unstructured Input

In text generation, most of the studies focus on modeling unstructured text input (e.g., sentence,
paragraph, and document), which requires accurately understanding the input information and
deriving meaningful semantic text representations. The aim of text representation learning is to
condense the input text into low-dimensional vectors while preserving its core semantic meanings.
In what follows, we discuss how to derive effective semantic representations for three kinds of
unstructured input, namely paragraphs, documents and multi-lingual input text.
3.1.1 Paragraph Representation Learning. A paragraph usually contains multiple sentences, and
several sentences may discuss a certain topic. To capture the low-level word meanings and highlevel topical semantics in a paragraph, many studies proposed hierarchy-based or graph-based
methods to learn the paragraph representation.
Hierarchy-based Representation Learning. For a multi-sentence paragraph such as a multiturn dialogue, most of the previous work generally concatenated sentences as the model input and
predict the output text [7, 220]. However, flat concatenation is likely to ignore the semantic dynamics across utterances and the information loss may lead to decoding errors. To fill these gaps, several
studies proposed to encode the input paragraphs with a hierarchical architecture [61, 109]. Specifically, Gu et al. [61] employed a hierarchical architecture, DialogBERT, to represent the dialogue
context, which first encodes dialogue utterances through a Transformer encoder and then encodes
the resulting utterance vectors using a discourse-level Transformer to obtain a representation of
the entire dialogue context. However, this method lacks the history information when encoding
each individual utterance, while the history information is essential for understanding dialogue
utterances. Thus, Li et al. [109] first employed a Transformer to encode the whole conversation to
get the dense context representation, upon which a unidirectional Flow module was designed to
capture the context flow on the utterance level.
Graph-based Representation Learning. In a long paragraph, multiple sentences may contain
repeated, redundant or contradictory information. How to exploit deep semantic structure in the
complex text input is a key to further promote paragraph-based generation performance. Compared
with sequence, graph can aggregate relevant disjoint context by uniformly representing them as
nodes and their relations as edges [136, 191]. As a representative example, Wu et al. [191] leveraged
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Fig. 2. The main content of our paper.

phrase-relation graph to improve long sequence summarization, where nodes are phrases and
edges are similarity. This graph is suitable for information aggregation with the help of coreference
resolution that substantially compresses the input. Besides, in conversational machine reading,
Ouyang et al. [136] formulated the input text as two complementary graphs, i.e., explicit and implicit
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discourse graphs, to fully capture the complicated interactions among all the elementary discourse
units (EDUs).
3.1.2 Document Representation Learning. In many text generation tasks such as document translation and document summarization, the input text might be a long document consisting of multiple
paragraphs. During the document encoding, it is challenging to encode the cross-sentence semantics
and then capture the most critical semantics.
Encoding Inter-Sentential Semantics. Most of PLMs are trained as masked language models,
thus they are forced to learn token-level representations instead of sentence-level ones. Although
introducing segment embeddings to represent different sentences, it is only applied to sentencepair inputs. To encode the inter-sentential semantics among document inputs for text generation,
several studies [119, 219, 227] proposed to learn document representations in a hierarchical way.
For example, Liu et al. [119] insert “[CLS]” tokens at the start of each sentence to collect sentence
features in lower layers and then combine them with self-attention in higher layers. Besides,
Zhang et al. [219] proposed HIBERT for learning the document representations in a hierarchical
fashion by using a sentence encoder to transform each sentence into a vector and a document
encoder to learn sentence representations given their surrounding sentences as context.
Capturing Critical Semantics. In practice, sentences or paragraphs in long documents would
inevitably be complement, overlapping or conflicting to each other. Therefore, it is important to
retain the most critical contents of documents and verbalize them in the generated text. To address
the issue of key points missing in output text, Nguyen et al. [134] introduced a topic model to
capture the global semantics of the document and a mechanism to control the amount of global
semantics supplied to the text generation module. Similarly, Liu et al. [114] also proposed two
topic-aware contrastive learning objectives to capture the global topic information of a conversation
and outline salient facts. These objectives are able to implicitly model the topic change varying
upon conversations, pushing PLMs to focus more on snippets that contain salient information from
the same topics.
Representation Learning Efficiency. Efficiency is an important factor to consider for modeling
long documents, especially when generating long text. Since the self-attention mechanism grows
quadratically with sequence length, many works aim to improve the encoding efficiency of selfattention [76, 130]. A representative example is Manakul et al. [130] proposed two methods:
local self-attention, allowing longer input spans during training; and explicit content selection,
reducing memory and compute requirements. Besides, several researchers further adopted divideand-conquer methods for encoding long documents. For example, Gidiotis et al. [53] split a long
document and its summary into multiple source-target short sentence pairs, which are used for
training PLMs that learn to summarize each part of the document separately. By splitting long
document into short sentences, encoding semantics of documents will become simpler, reducing
computational complexity and text noise.
3.1.3 Multi-language Representation Learning. Most of PLMs are pretrained on rich English text
while ignore other low-resource languages. This problem makes it difficult to directly apply monolingual PLMs to multilingual text generation tasks such as multilingual machine translation.
Cross-lingual Representations. The idea behind learning cross-lingual representation is to
learn a shared embedding space for two languages to improve the model’s ability for cross-lingual
translation. A well-known cross-lingual PLM is XLM [29], which proposed unsupervised and
supervised objectives by leveraging monolingual and parallel data, respectively, to learn crosslingual representations. However, these learned representations on shared BPE spaces is inexplicit
and limited. Therefore, Ren et al. [156] calculated cross-lingual 𝑛-gram embeddings and infer an
𝑛-gram translation table from them for providing explicit representation learning signals.
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Multi-lingual Representations. Given more than two languages, multi-lingual PLMs aim to
learn representations for any of the language pairs. Based on the monolingual PLMs, Liu et al. [118]
and Xue et al. [198] proposed mBART and mT5, respectively, which are pretrained once for all
languages. Due to the considering difference between languages, several studies utilized contrastive
learning to learn multi-lingual representations [138, 185]. In particular, Wang et al. [185] proposed
two training objectives: contrastive sentence ranking (CSR) and sentence aligned substitution (SAS).
CSR samples sentences from the document and constructs positive and negative pairs based on
their saliency. By contrastively learning what is more important, the model is supposed to obtain
the ability to distinguish salient information in different languages.
3.2

Structured Input

Structured data (e.g., table, graph, and tree) is also a critical kind of input for text generation in
many real-world applications, such as medical report [70] and weather report [54] generation.
However, it is non-trivial to model structured input for data-to-text tasks based on PLMs due to
three main challenges: (1) there exists a semantic gap between the structured input and natural
language input that is used for pretraining PLMs; (2) there is a lack of encoding the input structure
which contains the structural information of the input data; (3) it requires to maintain text fidelity
to the input information.
3.2.1 Bridging the Semantic Gap. In general, PLMs are pretrained on unstructured text, which is
different from the structured data in semantic form. In order to better leverage structured data, we
need to bridge the semantic gap between the structured input and natural language input that is
used for pretraining PLMs.
Structured Data Linearization. To adapt to the sequential nature of PLMs, a simple approach
is to linearize the input data into sequence [41, 127, 157]. Specifically, Ribeiro et al. [157] linearized
knowledge graph (KG) into a sequence of triples by concatenating relational triples. Besides, some
people adopted template-based heuristic methods to serialize the input data [57]. For example, the
attribute-value pair “name: jack reynolds” will be serialized as a sentence “name is jack reynolds”.
Representation Alignment. In addition to directly feeding structured input into PLMs, some
people struggled to firstly transform the structured data into embeddings, which can be taken as
input of PLMs. For example, Li et al. [103] utilized graph neural networks (GNN) to project KG
entities into embeddings, and then proposed a representation alignment method to align the entity
representations (encoded by GNN) and PLM-based entity embeddings in semantic spaces.
3.2.2 Capturing Structural Information. Unlike the unstructured text, the structured data contains
structural information, such as the ⟨𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒⟩ pair in table or the ⟨𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦⟩
triple in KG. The structural information can help models understand the input information correctly
for generating faithful text.
Incorporating Additional Training Objective. In order to enhance the preservation of structural information, a number of studies introduced auxiliary training objectives related to the
structural information in addition to the primary generation objective [57, 103, 127]. The first kind
is to reconstruct the semantic structure of the input data. For example, Gong et al. [57] utilized the
input table attribute names as the labels to reconstruct table structure from PLMs’ learned value
representations, which can force PLMs to embed data structure into its representation. Another
kind is to adjust the output text based on the structural information. Mager et al. [127] proposed
cycle-consistency based losses to assess the quality of system output based on how well it can
reconstruct the input.
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Adding Structural Information as Input. Unlike previous works that implicitly model structural information with training losses, several studies proposed to explicitly take structural information as input [41, 157]. Ribeiro et al. [157] directly prepended “〈H〉”, “〈R〉”, and “〈T〉” tokens
before the head entity, the relation and tail entity of a triple to reveal the relations between entities.
Besides, Fan et al. [41] first encoded the AMR graph into graph embedding, which can then be
taken as input. The graph embedding provides additional information to the encoder by encoding
the depth of each node in the rooted graph and the subgraph each node belongs to.
Employing Structural Encoding Module. Since PLMs are originally designed for sequential
input, a natural method is to use additional modules to encode the structured input. A representative example is StructAdapt [158]. StructAdapt adds layer-wise graph convolution modules in
order to learn representations built upon the graph connectivity over the PLM encoder. Similarly,
Li et al. [103] employ GNN to explicitly encode entity relations in KG. The entity embeddings from
GNN are regarded as input word embeddings of PLM for generating text.
3.2.3 Maintaining Text Fidelity. In literature of linguistics, fidelity means the generated text adheres
to the content in the structured data. Generating high fidelity text that correctly describe information
in the structured input is the core of data-to-text generation.
Incorporating Additional Training Objective. To generate high-fidelity text adhereing to
input, Gong et al. [57] introduced a Optimal-Transport based content matching loss that helps
model correctly describe important information from table, which measures the distance between
the input information and the output text. While, Harkous et al. [69] employed a semantic fidelity
classification loss to detect and avoid generation errors (such as hallucination and omission).
Utilizing Copy Mechanism. The pointer-generator [165] is a critical technology to ensure
the faithfulness of generated text about input data by copying important words from input into
output. Li et al. [103] adopted pointer-generator to copy entities from input knowledge data. While,
Suadaa et al. [172] incorporated the copy mechanism by using general placeholders to avoid
producing hallucinated phrases that are not supported by a table.
Adding Target Information as Input. To combat with the low fidelity problem, Chen et al. [26]
argued that it is necessary to leverage intermediate meaning representations to achieve faithful
generation. Therefore, the authors provided the generation module with a logical form representing
the semantics of the target text.
3.3

Multimedia Input

In addition to the above textual data, several attempts have been made to take the multimedia data
as input (e.g., image, video, and speech) such as image caption and speech recognition.
3.3.1 Image Captioning. Image captioning, which aims to generate a textual description of an image,
has been extensively studied in computer vision research. With the advent of PLMs, researchers have
proposed to utilize the remarkable ability of PLMs. A well-known pretrained model is XGPT [192].
Inspired by GPT in textual modal, XGPT takes images as inputs and uses the image captioning
task as the basic generative task in the pretraining stage. Chen et al. [19] also proposed an image
caption pretrained model, VisualGPT. They designed a self-resurrecting attention mechanism to
learn how to encode the visual information and adapt it to PLMs decoder. However, traditional
vision-language pretraining fails to capture the relationship between the visual and text modalities.
Yang et al. [204] proposed three pretraining tasks to effectively help the model learn a better aligned
representation among the three modalities: text word, visual object, and scene text.
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3.3.2 Video Captioning. Video captioning focuses on generating natural language text describing
the video content. VideoBERT [174] and CBT [173] are the first pioneers to investigate videolanguage pretraining with regard to the video captioning task. Since they trained a separate
video-to-text decoder, it tends to cause a pretrain-finetune discrepancy. Therefore, Unified VLP [231]
and UniVL [125] proposed unified video and language pretraining model. Unified VLP uses a shared
multi-layer Transformer network for both encoding and decoding. While, UniVL encodes the text
and video separately by two single-modal encoders, and generates text with a decoder.
3.3.3 Speech Recognition. In practice, speech recognition is hungry for human-transcripted supervised data. So a number of unsupervised and semi-supervised methods are developed to integrate
PLMs for weakly-supervised learning. For example, Fan et al. [43] proposed an unsupervised approach to pretraining encoder-decoder model with unpaired speech and transcripts. Liao et al. [110]
proposed a speech recognition post-processing model that aims to transform the incorrect and
noisy recognition output into a readable text for humans and downstream tasks by leveraging the
Metadata Extraction (MDE) corpus to construct a small task-specific dataset.
4

DESIGNING PLMS FOR TEXT GENERATION

After introducing how to encode the input data into low-dimensional embeddings, in this section,
we focus on how to design an effective and suitable PLM M as the text generation function 𝑓 .
Such a problem can be modeled as an optimization task by maximizing the conditional probability
of the output text given the input, which can be formally factorized by tokens:
Pr M (𝑦|𝒙) =

𝑛
Ö

Pr M (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦 <𝑖 , 𝒙),

(2)

𝑖=1

where 𝑦𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th output token, 𝑦 <𝑖 denotes the previously generated tokens and 𝒙 is the
embedding for input data 𝑥.
To model the conditional probability, traditional neural models mainly adopt the RNN architecture [176], with a number of improvement variants [165]. In recent years, solely based on attention
mechanisms, Transformer [179] can better capture long-range dependency in texts, which is beneficial for modeling and generating texts. With the excellent parallelization capacities, Transformer
has been the backbone for developing extremely large PLMs. Based on the Transformer architecture,
PLMs can encode rich semantic or linguistic knowledge when trained on large-scale unlabeled corpus [120]. Furthermore, it has shown that PLMs can be effectively fine-tuned according to different
text generation tasks [34, 98], which becomes the first choice of the text generation function M.
4.1

Standard Architecture

Existing PLMs utilize either single or double stacks of Transformer layers as backbone. PLMs with
single stack, such as BERT [33], GPT-3 [13] and UniLM [34], do not have explicit encoding and
decoding process. They yield three variants: masked language models, causal language models and
prefix language models, according to different self-attention mask strategies. In contrast, PLMs
with double stacks follows the whole Transformer architecture with cross-attention between the
encoder and decoder.
4.1.1 Masked Language Models. Masked language models utilize the full attention mask, which
is the same as Transformer encoders. Equipped with full attention matrix, models are usually
pretrained with masked language modeling (MLM) tasks, i.e., predicting the masked tokens using the
contextualized information. The most representative model is BERT [33], which is used extensively
in natural language understanding (NLU).
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However, due to the discrepancy between the pretraining task of masked LMs and the downstream
generation function, masked LMs are rarely utilized for text generation tasks [202]. It is more
common to use BERT as an encoder part for text generation, leveraging its excellent bidirectional
encoding capacity. Rothe et al. [161] proposed to utilize three outstanding PLMs, i.e., BERT [33],
RoBERTa [120] and GPT-2 [152], for text generation. They experimented to initialize both the
encoder and decoder with BERT, of which the result is comparable with other PLMs specially
designed for text generation.
4.1.2 Causal Language Models. Similar to Transformer decoder, causal language models adopt the
diagonal mask matrix. Causal LMs are designed for language modeling, which usually refers to a
probability distribution to compute the probability of occurrence of a number of words. Causal
LMs are straightforward for text generation, which predicts the next word conditioned on all the
previous words.
GPT [151] was the first deep PLM which can be applied to the text generation task. GPT-2 [152]
explored the transfer capacity of language models for zero-shot generation task, which suggest the
significance of sufficient data. GPT-3 [13] demonstrated massive model parameters can significantly
enhance the downstream generation tasks, by showing it just a few examples or prompts. CTRL [88]
is trained as a conditional language model to generate text conditioned on control codes that govern
style, content, and task-specific behavior. CPM [223] and PanGu-𝛼 [211] practiced on training
large-scale auto-regressive Chinese language models.
Although causal LMs are simple and straightforward for text generation, they have several
structural and algorithmic limitations. Causal LMs encode the tokens from only left to right, as a
result, they neglect the bidirectional information in the input side. Moreover, causal LMs do not
address Seq2Seq task particularly, therefore they do not achieve satisfying results in tasks such as
summarization and translation.
4.1.3 Prefix Language Models. In order to overcome the disadvantages of the bidirectional masked
LMs and the unidirectional causal LMs in text generation, Prefix LMs are proposed to combine the
advantages of both. By utilizing the mixture attention masks, the tokens in the source text 𝑥 can
attend to each other, while the tokens in the target text 𝑦 can only attend to all source tokens and
previous generated ones.
UniLM [34] was the first prefix language model. Compared to causal LMs, UniLM utilized prefix
attention mask to solve conditional generation tasks, which is similar to the encoder-decoder
architecture. UniLMv2 [5] and GLM [37] improved vanilla prefix masking strategy, by introducing
permuted language modeling in XLNet [202].
Although the prefix LMs are specially designed for text generation tasks, Raffel et al. [153] has
researched the performance between single-stack prefix LMs and double-stack encoder-decoder
LMs and made a conclusion that the addition of an explicit encoder-decoder attention is beneficial.
4.1.4 Encoder-Decoder Language Models. Most of the PLMs follow the architecture of standard
Transformer, consisting of stack of both encoder and decoder layers. MASS [169], ProphetNet [149]
took the sequence with one masked fragment as the input of encoder and then the decoder generates
the masked tokens in an autoregressive way. T5 [153] randomly replaced several spans in the
source text with different special tokens, and then asked the decoder to predict the replaced spans
in turn. BART [98] was pretrained with denoising autoencoder (DAE), i.e., the model learns to
recover the original text from corrupted text, which is corrupted with different noising methods,
such as sentence permutation, token deletion, and document rotation.
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Architecture Extensions

Based on vanilla Transformer architecture, some researchers improve some modules to adapt to
various input formats in specific tasks. In this part, we will introduce extended embeddings and
improved attention modules of Transformers. Embeddings are shallow but apparent information
added to each token, while extended attentions are usually designed for better processing input
information.
4.2.1 Auxiliary Embeddings. Besides the (sub-) word embeddings, almost all the Transformers
utilize position embeddings. Compare to CNN and RNN, the self-attention operation is orderindependent. Hence, it is essential to provide explicit position information to make use the sequential nature of text. Original Transformer [179] utilizes the predetermined absolute position
embeddings with sinusoidal functions, while most of PLMs, such as BERT and GPT, adopt learned
absolute position embeddings. Instead of the absolute ones, relative position embeddings produce
learned embeddings according to the offset between two tokens. T5 [153], UniLMv2 [5] and ProphetNet [149] employ an improved bucket relative positional method. In addition, hierarchical position
embeddings are utilized to indicate inter- and intra- sentence position information, which is often
applied in some fixed-format text such as poem [106] and lyric [199].
Moreover, it is necessary to leverage auxiliary embeddings to enrich the input information [85].
Similar to segment embeddings used in BERT, dialog state embeddings are employed to assign each
utterance [6, 190], and user embeddings are utilized to differentiate the characters and background
knowledge evolved in the conversation [6, 66]. Under the multilingual scenario, it is common to
introduce language embedding, in order to inform the model about the language of each sentence [28,
169]. In addition, rhyme embeddings [106] and vowel embeddings [199] can indicate acoustics
information in poem and lyric.
4.2.2 Improved Attention Modules. Though there exist various module variants of layer normalization and position-wise FFN in Transformer [85], they are rarely used in PLMs for text generation.
Hence, we mainly focus the variants of self- and cross- attention modules. In order to adapt to
long-form text and alleviate quadratic complexity of full-attention operation, sparse attention is
applied in the self-attention module for long-form input. Rather than attending to all other tokens,
every token only attends to specific tokens with strategies such as window attention [130, 142, 209],
global attention [142, 209], random attention [209] and Sinkhorn attention [228].
Besides the sparse attention, several methods are employed to process input from multiple
source. It is usual to leverage one or more encoders to encode multiple inputs, and then utilize
different strategies to aggregate them in the cross-attention module. Golovanov et al. [55] conduct
mean pooling for dialogue history, current state and persona information. Chen et al. [20] and
Liu et al. [116] further utilize attention to process embeddings from multiple views or knowledge.
In addition, VECO [124] unify the encoder and decoder module via a plug-and-play cross-attention
module. BASS [191] and Ribeiro et al. [158] substitute self-attention module with graph network
to better extract structural information. Zeng et al. [213] append the gating mechanism after
self-attention to inject condition-aware information.
5

OPTIMIZING PLMS FOR TEXT GENERATION

As discussed in Section 3, after the input data is encoded and the generation model (i.e., PLMs) is
designed, the next key step is to optimize PLM M for the text generation task. We mainly consider
three optimization ways, namely a) fine-tuning b) prompt-tuning and c) property-tuning. Next, we
will describe each optimization way in detail.
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Fine-Tuning for Text Generation

During pretraining, PLMs can encode general linguistic knowledge from large-scale corpus. While,
it requires task-specific knowledge to perform downstream text generation tasks. For this purpose,
fine-tuning is a commonly adopted way to incorporate task-specific information into PLMs by
adapting their weights with text generation losses such as the sequence cross-entropy loss [152].
According to how the parameters of PLMs are updated, exiting fine-tuning methods for text
generation can be categorized as: 1) vanilla fine-tuning 2) intermediate fine-tuning 3) parameterefficient fine-tuning and 4) multi-task fine-tuning. Compared with vanilla fine-tuning, intermediate
and multi-task fine-tuning are able to alleviate the overfitting issue on small datasets. As the vanilla
fine-tuning requires adjusting the entire model, parameter-efficient methods such as adapters [74]
can fine-tune PLMs in a lightweight way.
5.1.1 Vanilla Fine-Tuning. In vanilla fine-tuning, PLMs are adapted to downstream text generation
tasks based on task-specific losses such as the cross-entropy loss [152]. Zhang et al. [220] trained
DialoGPT model on the basis of the GPT-2 architecture by modeling a multi-turn dialogue session as
a long text and optimize the generation model with language modeling objective. Ribeiro et al. [157]
investigated two recent PLMs, BART and T5, for graph-to-text generation and fine-tuned them by
conventional auto-regressive cross-entropy loss. A major issue of vanilla fine-tuning is that it is
often not sufficiently optimized on small datasets, which is prone to overfitting.
5.1.2 Intermediate Fine-Tuning. The basic idea of intermediate fine-tuning is to incorporate an
intermediate dataset consisting of sufficient labelled instances. The intermediate dataset can be the
same target text generation task but from different domains or a related NLP task from the same
target domain. It is helpful to infuse domain- or task-specific knowledge from the intermediate
dataset for alleviating the overfitting issue and enhancing the performance on small target text
generation datasets [145]. According to the relatedness between the intermediate dataset and
target dataset, intermediate fine-tuning can be divided into two categories, i.e., domain adaptive
intermediate fine-tuning (DAIFT) and task adaptive intermediate fine-tuning (TAIFT).
Domain Adaptive Intermediate Fine-Tuning. According to Kalyan et al. [85], DAIFT utilizes
an intermediate dataset, which focuses on a related NLP task (not text generation tasks) from the
same target domain, consisting of sufficient labelled instances. By leveraging such an intermediate
dataset, PLMs can be enriched with domain-specific knowledge, which is helpful to improve the
performance of the target text generation task within the same domain. DAIFT is usually adopted
in machine translation to eliminate the issue of unseen languages in translation pairs. For example,
to improve the translation quality of the low-resource target language (e.g., Kazakh), Liu et al. [122]
constructed a large-scale intermediate monolingual corpus of the target language and fine-tuned
mBART by reconstructing the corrupted monolingual text. The intermediate dataset comes from
the same language domain with the target dataset (e.g., Kazakh), which can impart language-related
linguistic knowledge to PLMs for better translation.
Task Adaptive Intermediate Fine-tuning. In constrast with DAIFT, TAIFT incorporates an
intermediate dataset focused on the same target text generation task but from different domains. It
aims to infuse task-specific knowledge from the massive intermediate labelled dataset for improving
the same target text generation task. Many works have shown that TAIFT performs the same target
text generation task on intermediate generic text corpus (e.g., Wikipedia, WebText) can improve
the performance of the target generation task on a specific domain (e.g., Movie) [40, 131]. For
example, Fabbri et al. [40] performed summarization on intermediate pseudo-summaries created
from Wikipedia to improve the zero-shot and few-shot performance of abstractive summarization,
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and Mao et al. [131] conducted generation on intermediate BookCorpus from WebText to improve
commonsense story generation on the target WritingPrompts dataset.
5.1.3 Multi-Task Fine-Tuning. By incorporating auxiliary tasks, multi-task fine-tuning can improve
the primary text generation task by utilizing across-task knowledge. Furthermore, by injecting
knowledge from related NLP tasks, multi-task fine-tuning can enhance the robustness of PLMs and
reduce the need of large amounts of labelled instances in the text generation task. According to the
relatedness between the primary text generation task and auxiliary tasks, multi-task fine-tuning
(MTFT) can be divided into two categories, i.e., pure MTFT and hybrid MTFT.
Pure Multi-Task Fine-Tuning. Pure MTFT refers that the auxiliary tasks are the same with
the primary text generation task. Previous works mainly utilized additional datasets to eliminate
the data scarcity issue of the primary text generation task [3, 58]. Specifically, Goodwin et al. [58]
performed MTFT on twenty-one datasets on summarization and question answering to enable zeroshot summarization and question answering on previously unseen datasets. Besides, Bai et al. [3]
incorporated an auxiliary monolingual summarization task to improve the primary cross-lingual
summarization task in low-resource setting.
Hybrid Multi-Task Fine-Tuning. Hybrid MTFT means the auxiliary tasks are different (not
text generation tasks) from the primary text generation task. These diverse auxiliary tasks can
help enhance some specific aspects of the primary generation task. For example, Liu et al. [114]
and Jin et al. [84] fine-tuned PLMs with auxiliary tasks (e.g., coherence detection, style-carrying
text reconstruction) to control the content of the generated text such as the topic change and text
style (humor, romance, and clickbait). Besides, to improve the faithfulness of the generated text,
Li et al. [103] and Gong et al. [57] introduced auxiliary input reconstruction tasks to reconstruct
KG triples and table values for aligning the input information and the generated content.
5.1.4 Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning. As fine-tuning requires updating all the model parameters,
it is time-consuming to perform the entire fine-tuning in resource-limited scenarios. There are a
number of studies that develop parameter-efficient fine-tuning methods for text generation task.
Adapter-based Fine-Tuning. Adapter is a special neural layer proposed by Houlsby et al. [74]
to fine-tune PLMs in a parameter-efficient way. The adapter module projects the input vector into
a small vector and then projects back into the original dimension using two feed-forward layers
and a non-linear layer. Specifically, the adapters first project the original 𝑑-dimensional features
into a smaller dimension, 𝑚, apply a non-linearity, then project back to 𝑑 dimensions. The total
number of parameters added per layer, including biases, is 2𝑚𝑑 + 𝑑 + 𝑚. By setting 𝑚 ≪ 𝑑, we can
limit the number of additionally added parameters per task. Thus, it is highly efficient to fix the
parameters of original PLMs but only fine-tune the adapters [25, 170]. To address the inefficiency
and overfitting issues in low-resource abstractive summarization, Chen et al. [25] inserted the
adapters into both encoder and decoder of PLMs by restricting the number of trainable parameters
and layers. Besides, many studies have shown that adpaters can be used to help PLMs efficiently
capture some input characteristics for generating more accurate output text with a low extra cost
in terms of parameters [93, 158]. For example, Ribeiro et al. [158] utilized the adapters to effectively
model the input graph structure when fine-tuning PLMs, which usually are pretrained using natural
language and not structured data.
Freezing-based Fine-Tuning. This approach refers to freeze most parameters of PLMs and
only update a small proportion of model parameters. Recent studies have shown that not all
the parameters of PLMs are necessary to be fine-tuned for text generation tasks and some of
them can be fixed during fine-tuning without much impact on the model performance. Several
studies have revealed that cross-attention (or encoder-decoder attention) layers are more important
than self-attention layers when fine-tuning PLMs for machine translation [52, 207]. Therefore,
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Gheini et al. [52] only fine-tuned the cross-attention parameters while kept the encoder and decoder
fixed, which achieved close translation performance to fine-tuning all parameters.
Distillation-based Fine-Tuning. It involves distilling large teacher PLMs into small student
models for efficient fine-tuning. By distilling the knowledge in PLMs for text generation into small
generative model (e.g., sequence-to-sequence), the student models can be efficiently fine-tuned for
achieving better generation performance [24, 168]. A representative example is Chen et al. [24]
leveraged BERT as the teacher model that generates sequences of word probability logits, and treat
Seq2Seq model as the student network, which can effectively learn from the teacher’s outputs.
5.2 Prompt-Tuning for Text Generation
Most of generative PLMs are pretrained using language modeling objectives and then fine-tuned on
text generation tasks with task-specific objectives. The discrepancy between pretraining and finetuning impacts the performance of PLMs on text generation tasks. In prompt-tuning, downstream
text generation tasks are reformulated to the language modeling task during pretraining.
5.2.1 Background. According to Liu et al. [115], a prompting function 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡 (·) is applied to
modify the input text 𝑥 into a prompt 𝑥 ′ = 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡 (𝑥) through a two-step process:
1. Apply a template, which is a textual string that has two slots: an input slot [𝑋 ] for input 𝑥
and an answer slot [𝑍 ] for a generated answer text 𝑧 that will later be mapped into 𝑦.
2. Fill slot [𝑋 ] with the input text 𝑥.
Here the prompt can be close or prefix style. The close-style prompt is usually adopted in language
understanding tasks. For example, in sentiment analysis where 𝑥 =“I love this movie.”, the template
may take a close form such as “[𝑋 ] It was a really [𝑍 ] movie.” to predict the answer in [𝑍 ]. While,
the prefix-style prompt connects the input text and answer such as “English: [𝑋 ] German: [𝑍 ]”
in machine translation. Therefore, prefix prompts are commonly used in text generation, as they
mesh well with the left-to-right nature of the model. In the above prompt example, the template is
composed of discrete natural language tokens. While, they could be virtual words (e.g., represented
by numeric ids) which would be mapped into continuous embeddings later.
5.2.2 Discrete Prompts. Most of studies create prompts by manually designing templates based
on human introspection. As pioneers, GPT-2 [152] performed text generation tasks using various
manually-created prompts. For example, the prompt “translate to french, [input], [output]” is used
in machine translation. The prompt defines the semantic mapping from input data to output text
in a specific text generation task. By utilizing diverse prompts, a single PLM is able to implement
many different text generation tasks. Previous studies heavily relied on manual effort to create
prompts, however, PLMs are highly sensitive to prompts: improperly-constructed prompts cause low
performance [81]. To overcome the need to manually specify prompts, Shin et al. [167] proposed
AutoPrompt to automatically search for template tokens. Besides, several methods have been
proposed to discovery discrete prompts automatically such as paraphrasing existing prompts [81],
generating prompts using PLMs [49], and mining prompts from a corpus [81].
5.2.3 Continuous Prompts. In addition to discrete prompts, a lot of studies explored continuous
prompts (a.k.a., soft prompts) in the embedding space. Continuous prompts have two advantages:
1) relax the constraint that the prompt template should be natural language words; 2) remove the
restriction that the template is parameterized by PLMs’ parameters. Instead, prompt templates have
their own parameters that can be tuned based on the training data of the text generation tasks.
The most well-known continuous prompting method for text generation is prefix-tuning [107],
which keeps generative PLMs (e.g., GPT-2, BART) parameters frozen and instead optimizes a
sequence of continuous vectors. In contrast to fine-tuning, which updates all PLMs parameters and
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thus requires storing a tuned copy of the model for each text generation task, prefix-tuning only
optimizes the prefix for each text generation task. Based on prefix-tuning, several works struggled
to solve other text generation tasks such as dialog generation [62].
5.3

Property-Tuning for Text Generation

For various generation tasks, we expect to optimize PLMs specially for different language properties,
so that the generated text can satisfy the corresponding needs of the generation tasks. Next, we
discuss three major properties that are enhanced via fine-tuning PLMs.
5.3.1 Relevance. According to linguistic literature [104], in text generation, relevance refers that the
topical semantics conveyed in output text are highly related to the input text. As a representative
example, in dialog systems, the generated responses should be relevant to the historical utterance
and other conditions, such as speaker persona and discourse topic.
Compared with traditional neural generative models, PLMs utilize the powerful multi-layer
cross-attention mechanism to connect the input side and output side. Therefore, applying PLMs to
the dialog generation task would improve the relevance of generated text to the input data [190, 220].
A good example is DialoGPT [220], which is formulated as an auto-regressive language model and
uses GPT-2 as model architecture. Specially, DialoGPT is first trained on large-scale dialog pairs/sessions, which could enable DialoGPT to capture the joint distribution of Pr(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒) in
conversational flow for generating relevant responses to the history utterance. Furthermore, to
consider various types of condition information when generating dialog, Zeng et al. [212] utilized
the masked language modeling objective to train the conditioned dialog generation task. Specifically,
they proposed TF-IDF based masking which selects more condition-related tokens to mask, so that
PLMs can generate condition-related expressions rather than the general language patterns. Besides,
they used a non-parametric attention-based gating mechanism to choose between generating a
general word or a condition-related word at each position.
5.3.2 Faithfulness. Faithfulness is also an important language property to consider for text generation, which means the generated content should adhere to the information in input text. For
example, the text summarization system aims to generate faithful text representing the salient
information within the input text. Sometimes, it is generalized to refer that the generated text is in
accord with the world facts.
To be faithful with input text, an desired capacity is the underlying text generation can accurately
understand the core semantics of input or acquire sufficient world knowledge. Pretrained on
large collections of text with special training objectives, PLMs show excellent natural language
understanding capacities in capturing core semantics from plain text [33]. Furthermore, it has
been found that PLMs indeed encode a large amount of knowledge facts [81], which is potentially
beneficial to generate faithful summary by injecting background knowledge into text. For example,
Kryscinski et al. [91] utilized a contextual network in PLM decoder to retrieve the most salient
parts from the source document for improving the level of faithfulness of generated summaries.
Besides, several studies proposed to generate faithful text by introducing additional losses besides
the text generation loss [161, 206]. Specifically, Yang et al. [206] fine-tuned PLMs through a theme
modeling loss and a denoising autoencoder. The role of the theme modeling loss is to optimize
PLMs for generating faithful summaries by making the generated summary semantically close
to the original article through a semantic classifier. The denoising autoencoder can help PLMs
extract salient information from corrupted text to further enhance the faithfulness of generated
summaries.
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Table 1. Summary of the existing studies on PLMs with respect to key modules and solutions according to
different challenges.
View

Data
View

Model
View

Optim.
View

Challenge
Lacking Enough
Training Data
Domain
Transfer
Pretraining
Corpus Bias
Model
Compression
Model
Extension
Model
Robustness
Satisfying Text
Properties
Mitigating Tuning
Instabilities

Solution
prior knowledge transfer [116, 143, 234], data augmentation [21, 128, 141,
197], multi-task learning [3, 58]
Continuously pretrained on specific out-domain data [25, 234], or on auxiliary intermediate tasks [132].
Mitigate the gender bias in word embeddings [8], identify and mask biassensitive tokens [32].
Quantization by truncating PLMs weights [171, 208], pruning less critical
weights [42, 59, 65, 73], knowledge distillation [24, 83, 101].
Large-scale PLMs [13, 44, 96, 211], knowledge-enriched PLMs [68, 108, 144,
222], efficient PLMs [71, 82].
Utilize character embeddings rather than sub-word embeddings [10, 126],
adversarial data augmentation [80, 188, 193, 229].
Enhance coherence [104, 173], preserve factuality [27, 35, 103, 133], improve
controllable [31, 89, 140].
Intermediate fine-tuning [122, 145], mixout strategy [95], supervised contrastive learning [64].

5.3.3 Order-Preservation. In the NLP field, order-preservation is a special property that refers that
the order of semantic units (word, phrase, etc.) in both input and output text is consistent. Such a
property is key to several important text generation tasks, such as text paraphrase and machine
translation. In machine translation, when translating from source language to target language,
it often requires preserving the order of phrases in the source and target text for ensuring the
accuracy of the translation results.
In machine translation, one line of research to achieve the order-preservation property is to
perform word alignment. A representative study is Code-Switching Pre-training (CSP) [203]. CSP
first extracted the word-pair alignment information from the source and target monolingual corpus
automatically. Then, to enhance the order-preservation property during translation, CSP continuously pretrained PLMs by predicting the sentence fragment on the source side given the aligned
fragment in the target language. Moreover, to loose the restriction of discrete word alignment,
another line of research aims to conduct continuous representation alignment for improving the
order-preservation property. Wada et al. [181] focused on aligning word representations of each
language by mapping word embeddings of each language into a common latent space, making
it possible to preserve the word order consistent. Although recent studies have achieved some
progress on English language, it is more challenging to enhance order-preservation across multiple
languages. Thus, Lin et al. [112] proposed mRASP, which enforces words and phrases with similar
meanings across multiple languages to be aligned in the representation space.
6

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

The above three sections describe three key aspects with basic methods in designing text generation
models. In this section, we further summarize the major challenges and existing solutions in three
different views. A summary of these challenges and solutions is presented in Table 1.
6.1

Data View

We first discuss the challenges and solutions related to the data view.
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6.1.1 Lacking Sufficient Training Data. In many text generation tasks, it is difficult to obtain
sufficient annotated data. Transfer learning provides an effective solution to transfer the knowledge
of data-rich source tasks into data-scarce target text generation tasks. Besides, data augmentation
and multi-task learning can also be used to address this problem.
Transfer Learning. To deal with the challenge of lacking enough annotated data in text generation tasks, several studies considered first fine-tuning PLMs on large amounts of external corpus and
then transferring into target text generation tasks [116, 143, 234]. In particular, Peng et al. [143] and
Zou et al. [234] first fine-tuned PLMs on large amounts of external labelled dialog/summary data
and then fine-tuned for the target dialog/summarization task in a new domain with limited labelled
data. Besides, Liu et al. [116] first trained on large-scale ungrounded dialogues and unstructured
knowledge base separately to improve the target knowledge-grounded dialog task.
Data Augmentation. In recent literature, data augmentation has become an important approach
to constructing weak-supervised data for improving the model performance in data-scarce text
generation tasks. One line of research is to use retrieval models to return simulated data [141, 197].
For the query-focus summarization task, Pasunuru et al. [141] used search engine, i.e., Bing, to
retrieve the answer passage as the simulated summary based on the ground-truth query. Another
line is to use perturbation-based methods to corrupt the original text [21, 128]. For example,
Chen et al. [21] presented a set of data augmentation methods for conversation summarization,
such as random swapping/deletion to randomly swap or delete utterances in conversations.
Multi-Task Learning. Another strategy to overcome the data scarcity issue is to explore multitask learning by leveraging other data-rich tasks and datasets. Most of studies usually incorporated
similar auxiliary text generation tasks for enhancing the primary text generation task such as
machine translation [3] and abstractive summarization [58]. However, these methods usually adopt
independent decoders without sharing parameters, breaking the connections between high-resource
and low-resource generation tasks. To bridge these connections, Bai et al. [3] employed a unified
decoder which learns the alignments and patterns across multiple languages in machine translation.
6.1.2 Transferring from In Domain to Out Domain. For text generation, PLMs are typically pretrained on hundreds of thousands of data points, which is an infeasible requirement when applying
PLMs to new domains, especially with large distribution discrepency from pretraining. Therefore,
pretraining on intermediate data or tasks before applying PLMs to text generation tasks in new
domains may be an effective solution.
Pretraining on Intermediate data. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the intermediate and target
data are of the same domain but can be different tasks. Pretraining on the intermediate data can
help PLMs gain more domain-specific knowledge which enhances the performance of the target
text generation tasks on the same domain. For example, to improve the translation quality of the
low-resource target language (e.g., Kazakh), Liu et al. [122] constructed a large-scale intermediate
monolingual corpus of the target language and fine-tuned mBART by reconstructing the corrupted
monolingual text.
Pretraining on Intermediate Task. The intermediate task focuses on the same target text
generation task but from different domains, which can impart task-specific knowledge to PLMs. For
example, Fabbri et al. [40] performed summarization on intermediate pseudo-summaries created
from Wikipedia to improve the zero-shot and few-shot performance of abstractive summarization.
6.1.3 Data Bias from Pretraining Corpus. Since the pretraining corpus of PLMs are collected
from the Web, it may contain datasets from various domains such as biomedical and legal corpus.
However, these domain-specific data are likely to contain biased information, and PLMs prone to
learning and amplifying the data bias of the pretraining corpus.
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It has been found that the the generated text from these PLMs are likely to be biased towards some
attributes [13], i.e., may favor a particular race, gender or aged people, which is not desired for the
target generation tasks. These undesirable bias are unexpectedly captured by model components
such as word embedding [9] and attention heads [180]. A simple approach to mitigating the
gender bias in word embeddings is to “swap” gendered terms in training data when generating
word embeddings [226]. Furthermore, simply masking names and pronouns may also reduce bias
and improve the performance of certain language tasks [32]. However, to date, there is still no a
general, unified approach to reducing the data bias from PLMs for text generation. Some of these
techniques for bias detection and mitigation have been critiqued as merely capturing over-simplified
dimensions of bias with proper debiasing requiring more holistic evaluation [56].
6.2

Model View

In this section, we present the challenges from the PLM architecture and discuss corresponding
solutions for text generation.
6.2.1 Model Compression. Although PLMs have acheved great success on text generation tasks,
the backbone Transformers are bulky and resource-hungry, resulting in high memory consumption,
computational overhead, and energy cost. To address these issues, one way is through compressing
parameters of PLMs. According to Ganesh et al. [48], there are three kinds of methods including
quantization, pruning, and knowledge distillation to compress PLMs for text generation.
Quantization. Quantization means reducing the number of unique values used to represent
PLMs weights, which in turn allows to represent them using fewer bits [48]. As most of PLMs are
based on Transformer, quantization can be generally applied to those PLMs weights residing in
fully-connected layers (i.e., the embedding layers, the linear layers, and the feed-forward network
layers). To alleviate the issue of generating unsatisfactory text when truncating PLMs weights,
a helpful solution is to first identify important weights and then not truncate them during the
quantization step [208].
Pruning. Pruning refers to identifying and removing redundant or less important weights and/or
weights [48]. Pruning methods for text generation largely fall into two categories. The first kind of
unstructured pruning prunes individual weights by locating the set of least important weights in
PLMs. The importance of weights can be measured by specific metrics such as absolute values [59]
and gradients [65]. The second kind of structured pruning prunes structured blocks of weights or
even complete components in PLMs by reducing and simplifying certain modules such as attention
heads [73] and Transformer layers [42].
Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation refers to training a smaller model (called the
student) using the output of PLMs (called the teacher). First, the student model can directly learn
from the output word distribution of the final softmax layer in PLMs, which allows the student
to mimic the generated text of the teacher model by replicating the word distribution across
the whole vocabulary [24]. Second, the student can also learn from the output tensors of PLMs
encoders [101]. Intuitively, the representations of PLMs encoder may contain meaningful semantics
and contextual relationships between input tokens, which is helpful for generating accurate text.
Third, by replicating attention distributions between input data and output text, a student can also
learn their contextual dependency [83].
6.2.2 Model Extension. Recently there is a rising interest in the research community to improve
the basic architecture of PLMs for achieving better performance in text generation.
Large-scale PLMs. Kaplan et al. [86] have shown that the performance of PLMs is considerably
related to the scale of PLMs parameters. This observation triggered the advent of large-scale PLMs
in text generation [13, 211]. The most representative PLMs for text generation is GPT-3 [13], which
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adopts 175 billion parameters, 10x more than any previous non-sparse PLMs. With large-scale
parameters, GPT-3 can achieve strong performance in many text generation tasks without any
gradient updates or fine-tuning.
Knowledge-Enriched PLMs. Recent studies have shown that integrating the knowledge available in external knowledge sources can further improve the text generation performance of
PLMs [175, 232]. Specifically, ERNIE 3.0 [175] was pretrained on a 4TB corpus consisting of plain
texts and a large-scale knowledge graph for both language understanding and generation tasks.
Without incorporating explicit knowledge, CALM [232] can pack commonsense knowledge into
the parameters by teaching PLMs to write and reason with common concepts through pre-training
strategies, yielding better performance on text generation tasks.
Efficient PLMs. Pretraining PLMs on large-scale text data is considerably expensive. Recently,
by elaborately designing the model architecture, it is possible to achieve comparable or better text
generation performance using less pretraining data [232] or less pretraining costs [82]. Specifically,
while only incrementally pretrained on a relatively small corpus for a few steps, CALM [232]
achieved comparable results with some larger PLMs such as T5 on text generation tasks.
6.2.3 Model Robustness. Transformer-based PLMs are brittle to both adversarial and natural noise,
which may have a great impact on the text generation performance of PLMs.
Character Embedding. One reason behind model brittleness is the use of sub-word embeddings
during generation. In the case of sub-word embeddings, once first generating a wrong sub-word, it
will influence the meaning and representation of the final word which impacts the final generation
qualities [126]. To improve the robustness of PLMs in text generation, several studies have proposed
to utilize character-level embeddings [10, 194]. In particular, Xie et al. [194] combined word and
character level embeddings for poetry generation and shown that language models that fused wordand character-level embeddings significantly outperform the models that only utilized word- or
character-level embeddings.
Data Augmentation. Another reason of the vulnerability of PLMs is that these PLMs do not
generalize well on semantic neighborhood around each generation instance in the representation
space [163]. To solve this issue, data augmentation [80] have been proposed by revising original
generation data to augment attack-related data for training. With the development of text generation
techniques, back translation [193] and variant auto-encoder [184] are used to augment new data.
Although performed well, these methods have lost the generality. Zhou et al. [229] utilized a masked
language model with Gaussian noise to augment virtual examples for improving the robustness.
6.3

Optimization View

In this part, we discuss the challenges and solutions about how to optimize PLMs for text generation.
6.3.1 Satisfying Special Text Properties. In Section 5.3, we introduced three basic text properties.
While, in this section, we will present three more challenging text properties for text generation
tasks, i.e., coherence, factuality, and controllability.
Enhancing the Coherence. Language coherence in linguistics is what makes a text semantically
meaningful. To enhance the coherence, an important approach is to elaborately plan the generated
content, called text planning [75, 104]. For example, Li et al. [104] designed a two-level text plan:
(1) the document plan is modeled as a sequence of sentence plans in order, and (2) the sentence
plan is modeled as an entity-based subgraph from KG. The local coherence is naturally enforced by
KG subgraphs, and the global coherence can be improved by generating a coherent sequence of
subgraphs. During the generation process, the decoding strategies such as top-𝑘 sampling usually
produce improper tokens especially at the border of sentences, which will decrease the discourse
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coherence. Wang et al. [186] designed an auxiliary task of discourse relation modeling to enhance
the discourse coherence of the generated text by classifying adjacent sentences.
Preserving the Factuality. The input data of some text generation tasks usually contains some
factual information such as table-to-text generation. In such cases, the generated content should
adhere to the original input fact. However, the universal structure of PLMs is unable to retain the text
factuality in specific tasks. For data-to-text generation, the pointer generator [165] is usually adopted
to copy the input facts into output for preserving factuality [27, 103]. Besides, the input text of text
summarization sometimes refers to the news including world facts. To make summarization models
produce more factual summaries, some works proposed some evaluation metrics or correction
methods to measure and revise the generated text for preserving factuality [35, 133].
Improving the Controllability. Controlling attributes of generated text becomes difficult
without modifying the model architecture of large-scale PLMs to allow for extra input attributes.
A representative controllable PLM is the Plug and Play Language Model [31], also called PPLM,
which combines a PLM with one or more simple attribute classifiers that guide text generation
without any further training of the PLM. Several studies achieved the goal of controllablility from
a distributional view [89, 140]. For example, Pascual et al. [140] present a plug-and-play decoding
method, which can be described in a single sentence: given a topic or keyword, the model add a
shift to the probability distribution over the vocabulary towards semantically similar words.
6.3.2 Mitigating Tuning Instabilities. Due to the issues of catastrophic forgetting and small size
of text generation datasets, tuning PLMs for text generation is usually unstable i.e., fine-tuning
the model with different random seeds results in a large variance of performance. The possible
solutions include a) intermediate fine-tuning b) mix-out and c) use of supervised contrastive loss.
Intermediate Fine-Tuning. Recent studies have shown that continuously pretraining PLMs on
unsupervised tasks like language modeling, and then fine-tuning them on the target generation tasks
can achieve significantly better target performance than using the target generation training data
alone [122, 145]. For example, Liu et al. [122] constructed an intermediate monolingual corpus of
the target language (e.g., Kazakh) and fine-tuned mBART to reconstruct the corrupted monolingual
text for improving the translation quality of the low-resource target language.
Mixout Strategy. Fine-tuning a large PLM on a text generation task is prone to degenerate
performance when there are only a small number of training instances available. Lee et al. [95]
introduce a regularization technique, mixout, which stochastically mixes the parameters of two
PLMs. They shown that the mixout strategy regularizes learning to minimize the deviation from
one of the two models and the strength of regularization adapts along the optimization trajectory.
Contrastive Learning. The most used cross-entropy loss in text generation, i.e., the KL-divergence
between one-hot vectors of labels and the distribution of model’s outputs, lacks robustness to noise
labels [224] or adversarial examples [39]. Therefore, fine-tuning PLMs with cross-entropy loss
tends to be unstable across different runs, especially when supervised data is limited. To tackle this
issue, Gunel et al. [64] proposed an objective that includes a supervised contrastive learning term
that pushes the words from the same class close and the words from different classes further apart.
7

EVALUATION AND RESOURCES

In this section, we will present some widely-used evaluation metrics and resources with respect to
PLMs for text generation.
7.1

Evaluation

With the increase of the numbers of text generation applications and datasets, evaluating text generated results by humans is costly and time-consuming to design and run, and more importantly, the
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results are not always repeatable [17]. Therefore, in this section, we focus on automatic evaluation
metrics for text generation. According to Celikyilmaz et al. [17], we present four categories of
metrics, i.e., 𝑛-gram overlap metrics, diversity metrics, semantic similarity metrics, and logit-based
metrics. We list the metrics used in each generation tasks in Table 2.
7.1.1 N-Gram Overlap Metrics. These metrics measure the degree of “matching” between machinegenerated and ground-truth texts.
BLEU. The Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [139] is one of the first metrics used to
measure the similarity between two sentences. The metric is originally proposed for machine
translation by comparing a candidate translation of text to one or more reference translations and
now employed in various generation tasks. BLEU-𝑛 measures the precision of the co-occurrences of
𝑛-grams between the generated and real text and conduct length penalty on shorter generated text.
Specially, SacreBLEU [148] is recommended for use in machine translation to avoid inconsistency
issue. And several smoothing methods [18] are proposed to evaluate short sentence.
ROUGE. Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [111] is a set of metrics for
evaluating automatic summarization of long texts consisting of multiple sentences or paragraphs.
ROUGE-𝑛 counts the F1 score of the overlapping 𝑛-grams between generated and real text.
METEOR. The Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering (METEOR) [4] is
designed to address some of the issues found in BLEU. Compared to BLEU, METEOR is computed
based on the harmonic mean of the unigram precision and recall, and measures word-to-word
matches based on WordNet between generated and real text.
ChrF++. Character 𝑛-gram F-score (ChrF++) [147] is an automatic evaluation for machine
translation. Different from the word level co-occurrence of BLEU, ChrF++ is mainly focused on the
character-level to consider the morpheme overlapping.
7.1.2 Diversity Metrics. Lexical diversity is desirable in many text generation tasks, such as dialog
systems and story generation.
Distinct. Distinct measures the degree of diversity by calculating the number of distinct 𝑛-grams
in generated text [99]. The value is scaled by total number of generated tokens to avoid favoring
long sentences.
7.1.3 Semantic Similarity Metrics. Researchers utilized neural networks to capture semantic meaning and syntactic structure of sentences by mapping them into vectors, and text generation results
can be evaluated by sentence embeddings from the generated and reference texts.
BERTScore. Given the excellent performance of BERT across many tasks, BERTScore [217]
leverages the pretrained contextual embeddings from BERT and matches words in candidate and
reference sentences by cosine similarity. BERTScore has been shown to correlate well with human
judgments on sentence-level and system-level evaluations.
7.2

Resources

In this section, we will introduce some available open-source libraries and benchmarks.
7.2.1 Open-Source Libraries. There are many popular text generation libraries to help researchers
conveniently work with PLMs . Libraries like Transformers [189] and Fairseq [135] are helpful to
model training and evaluation. Some of libraries like TextBox [102] and Dl-Translate 1 which are
built on the top of Transformers library make constructing text generation models easier with just
a few lines of code. Others like FastSeq [200], DeepSpeed [155], and LightSeq [187] are useful to
increase the inference speed of models.
1 https://github.com/xhlulu/dl-translate
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Table 2. Summary of common datasets and according metrics used in each generation task. Sum. is short
for summarization and doc. denotes document. † Smoothing method 7 (with NLTK version 3.4) is usually
employed in open-domain dialogue system [6]. ‡ Inform (rate) and Success (rate) are two accuracy metrics
specially designed for task-oriented dialogue system [14].
Tasks

Sub-Tasks

Machine
Translation

Unsupervised
MT
Supervised
MT

Sum.

Vanilla Sum.

Dialogue Sum.
Open-Domain
Dialogue System
Dialogue
Task-Oriented
System
Dialogue System
Question Generation
Story Generation
Data-to-text Generation

Datasets

Metrics

WMT’14 English-French [29],
WMT’16 German-English [29],
WMT’16 Romanian-English [29]
CNN/DailyMail [169],
XSum [169], GigaWord [169]
SAMSum [20]
PersonaChat [6], DailyDialog [6],
DSTC7-AVSD [6]

SacreBLEU

ROUGE, BERTScore
ROUGE
PPL2 ,

BLEU† , Distinct

MultiWOZ [14]

BLEU, Inform‡ , Success‡

SQuAD [34]
ROCStories [63],
WritingPrompts [154]
AGENDA [157], LDC2017T10 [127],
WikiBio [27], WebNLG [157], E2E [23]

BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR
PPL2 , BLEU, Distinct
BLEU, ROUGE,
METEOR, chrF++

7.2.2 Benchmarks. PLMs have made great progress in a host of Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tasks. Meanwhile, the development of general evaluation benchmarks has also helped drive
the progress of these PLMs. In addition to GLUE [183] and SuperGLUE [182] which are general
language understanding evaluation benchmarks, an increasing number of general benchmarks
designed for text generation have recently been proposed. Liu et al. [113] introduced the General
Language Generation Evaluation (GLGE) benchmark, a new multi-task benchmark for evaluating
the generalization capabilities of text generation in English language.
8 APPLICATION
As discussed in Section 2, we can categorize text generation tasks into different kinds of applications
according to the input data 𝑥. And PLMs have been widely applied in various text generation tasks
successfully. The overall taxonomy of tasks is shown in Table 2, as well as corresponding common
datasets and metrics. In what follows, we will highlight some classic applications, such as machine
translation, text summarization and dialogue system. Moreover, we will summarize useful methods
of how to design a task-specific PLM or how to utilize PLMs for special tasks.
8.1

Machine Translation

The field of Machine translation (MT), are focused on the automatic translation from one language
into another language. With the development of deep learning, Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
has become the dominant method in both academic research and commercial use [30]. According
to whether utilizing parallel corpora during fine-tuning PLMs, we categorize machine translation
as unsupervised machine translation and supervised translation.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perplexity
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8.1.1 Unsupervised Machine Translation. Unsupervised Machine Translation (UMT) refers to
that we only use monolingual corpora without any parallel data during both pretraining and finetuning PLMs. UMT enables machine translation not to rely on the large-scale annotated corpora any
longer, and it also brings unprecedented breakthroughs in minority language translation. Under the
circumstance, UMT is usually broken down into two steps following [92]: 1) PLMs are pretrained
on monolingual corpora using multiple languages, which learns a satisfactory embedding of each
token and a probability of each sentence in a certain language. 2) Then iterative back-translation is
leveraged to combine the source-to-target and target-to-source model with denoising auto-encoding
and back-translation objectives.
Bilingual Unsupervised Machine Translation. In this part, bilingual UMT refers to conduct
UMT between two languages, without a third language. We mainly focus on the first step of UMT,
i.e., how to design a pretrained monolingual language model. XLM [29], mBERT [33] are pretrained
with multiple monolingual data using masked language modeling and utilize the pretrained model
to initialize both encoder and decoder. mBART [118] follow the BART [98] pretraining scheme on
multiple languages. However, the above mention method just perform the original pretraining task
with multilingual corpora, without considering the relationship between languages. CMLM [156]
proposed cross-lingual MLM to randomly mask tokens in the monolingual sentences and predict
corresponding translation candidates in the n-gram translation table. Therefore, CMLM is of benefit
to align the embedding of different languages. Moreover, creating pseudo-parallel corpora is also
an effective way to augment monolingual dataset. MARGE [97] retrieves a set of relevant texts in
many languages and reconstructs the original text conditioned on the retrieved texts.
Multilingual Unsupervised Machine Translation. Compared to bilingual UMT, multilingual
UMT explores the UMT with the assistant of a third language. The third language can provide
auxiliary monolingual data or parallel data containing only one language in the source or target
language. Here, we mainly focus on the second step (back-translation) in UMT. Garcia et al. [51]
aggregate back-translation loss and introduce novel cross-translation term to incorporate the
auxiliary corpus. Then, they utilize the EM algorithm to optimize the model.
8.1.2 Supervised Machine Translation. Supervised machine translation refers to the use of
parallel corpora during pretraining or fine-tuning. Next, we will discuss how to utilize existing
PLMs and how design PLMs for parallel corpora.
Utilizing existing PLMs. Almost all the models mentioned above using unsupervised pretraining, such as XLM [29] and mBART [118], can be directly fine-tuned with bilingual pairs. Moreover,
considering the excellent encoding capability of BERT, BERT-fused model [233] leverages BERT to
extract contextual embedding for the source sentence, and fuses the representations with each layer
of the encoder and decoder. CTNMT [201] leverages asymptotic distillation and dynamic switching
gate to integrate the BERT embedding. Most of the above PLMs improve zero-, low- or mediumresource translation with a large margin, compared with a randomly initialized Transformer [118].
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of pretraining on multilingual corpora. In contrast, the
multilingual PLMs usually suffer from performance degradation in high-resource translation. In
this case, multiple languages may reduce the weight capacity available for rich languages.
Designing PLMs for parallel corpora. All the PLMs mentioned above are pretrained on
monolingual corpora using pretraining tasks such as MLM and DAE. Nevertheless, the pretraining
objective is different from the down-stream translation task. Hence, mRASP [112] pretrains the
model on bilingual pairs with vanilla Seq2Seq loss, whose objective is consistent with the finetuning stage. It randomly substitutes the words in the source sentence with the words which have
the same meaning in other languages. Hence, the word with similar meaning across different languages is encouraged to share a similar representation. mRASP2 [138] augments the representation
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alignment on both parallel and monolingual data, and applies contrastive learning to minimize the
representation gap of similar sentences and maximize that of irrelevant sentences. Pretrained on
parallel data, these models can improve machine translation for any pairs of language, including
low-resource and high-resource languages. Compared to hundreds of billions of monolingual
sentences, these models only require hundreds of million bilingual pairs, whereas, the acquisition
of annotated data requires massive manpower and financial resources.
8.2

Text Summarization

Text summarization means to condense texts into a concise summary that preserves important
information of original texts. Equipped with summarization, we can comprehend the core idea of
various textual contents, such as news, scientific papers and dialogues in a time-efficient way [38].
The mainstream approaches to solve summarization tasks are extractive and abstractive. Extractive summarization aims to choose a subset of sentences and concatenates them to form the
summary [119, 219]. In contrast, abstractive summarization represents the input texts as an abstract
representation and generates the summary which can have different words from the original
text [165, 215]. Extractive summarization can be seen as a binary classification task, i.e., determine
whether each sentence will preserve in the summary, while abstractive summarization follows the
common text generation paradigm. Considering the text generation formulation 1, we only discuss
the abstractive summarization in this part.
8.2.1 Document Summarization. Document is the most common textual form in the world,
including news, opinin, reviews and scientific papers. The PLMs with prefix LM or encoder-decoder
architecture can be directly utilized for summarization, such as UniLM [5, 34], MASS [169], T5 [153],
BART [98] and PropherNet [149]. PEGASUS [215] is a PLM tailored for summarization. During
pretraining, the important sentences in the input document are masked and will be generated using
the remaining ones, which shares the similar idea of summarization. Among these PLMs, most of
the following works utilize BART or PEGASUS as backbone for summarization.
Considering summarization aims to generate important information from the input, several
works first extract keywords, key sentences or relations as guidance and then combine them to
PLMs for generating summarization. CIT [162] employs an extractor (RoBERTa) to extract the
important words and sentences from the input, which will be fed into encoder with the input. In
addition, topic models can capture the global semantics of the document, which can integrated
into the summarization model [134]. Finally, GSum [36] proposes a general framework taking
different kinds of guidance into the generation model, including keywords, triples, highlighted
sentences and retrieved summaries. Apart from external guidance, several tricks can be applied to
summarization. Cao et al. [15] improve attention mechanism to emphasize salient content in the
document. Refactor [117] first generates different candidate summaries under different setups and
then score them and select an optimal candidate summary.
Although the most common textual form of summarization is news, there still exist several works
focused on other textual forms. Goodwin et al. [58] study how to generate summaries conditioned
on different topics or questions. DSGPT [218] proposes to pretrain in e-commerce scenarios and
explore the product title and review summarization. Furthermore, PASS [137] aggregates different
reviews of one product into a short summary.
8.2.2 Dialogue Summarization. Different from plain document, dialogue, such as meeting, chat
and medical conversation, is consist of multi-turn utterances of two or more users. Hence, it is
critical to capture the semi-structured chat content and users’ interactions in dialogue summarization [45]. The method used in document summarization can be directly transferred into dialogue
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summarization. Zhang et al. [216] first truncate the dialog into several chunks and summarize each
chuck into partial summaries. Then they rewrite these partial summaries into a complete summary.
In the meanwhile, others also explore to conduct summarization considering the characteristics
of dialogue. Chen et al. [20] first extract different views of structures from conversations, which
are encoded through the conversation encoder later. Afterwards, they utilize a multi-view decoder
to combine these views and generate summaries. Furthermore, Chen et al. [22] construct discourse
relation graphs and action graphs of conversations, in order to concentrate on the most salient
utterances and understand concrete details of users’ action. Considering the low information
density, topic drifts and frequent coreferences of dialog [45], some researchers conduct auxiliary
tasks to extract intrinsic information of dialog. Feng et al. [46] utilize DialoGPT [220], a PLM
specially designed for dialogue, to automatically extract the keywords, detect redundant utterances
and divide a dialogue into topically coherent segments. Similarly, ConDigSum [114] detects the
dialogue topic transfer and generates summaries for each topic using contrastive learning.
8.3

Dialogue System

Dialogue system (a.k.a., conversational agent) aims to let machines to communicate with human
fluently. Technically, machines are required to generate a response conditioned on history contexts.
According to down-stream applications, dialogue system is commonly categorized into open-domain
dialogue (ODD) and task-oriented dialogue (TOD). The former intends to converse with humans
coherently and engagingly on open domains such as daily life, sports and entertainment [77]. Yet
the latter is focused on assisting users to complete specific tasks, such as hotel reservation and
product purchase [225]. In the following, we will discuss them with PLMs in turn.
8.3.1 Open-domain Dialogue System. Open-domain dialogue system is also known as chatbots
and more focused on daily chat. For example, Microsoft XiaoIce is a famous open-domain dialogue
system to satisfy human need for communication, affection, and social belonging [230].
Designing Pretraining Dialogue System. Considering that universal PLMs, such as GPT-2,
are pretrained on general corpora, some researchers extend PLMs specially for dialog response
generation. Due to the difficulty to obtain large-scale dialog corpora, it is usual to pretrain language
models on forum posts and comments, such as Reddit, Twitter and Weibo. DialoGPT [220] and
Meena [1] utilize casual language modeling like GPT-2 to pretrain on English or Chinese corpora.
Blender [159] and PLATO [6] utilize the Seq2Seq loss to generate the next utterance based on
previous utterances. Moreover, PLATO [6] apply the next utterance classification (NUC) loss, just
like the next sentence prediction (NSP) task of BERT, to judge whether the response is relevant to
history dialogues to enhance the coherence of utterances. In order to penalize bland responses and
decrease repetitions, DialoGPT [220] employs mutual information maximization (MMI) function to
predict the input given generated response and Blender [159] adopts unlikelihood training objective
to penalize n-grams appearing too many times.
Utilizing Existing PLMs. Aside from pretraining a dialog model, there also exist various methods to utilize existing PLMs to solve dialog tasks. TransferTransfo [190] introduces dialog state
embeddings as well as NUC task learning. Based on TransferTransfo, Golovanov et al. [55] modify
the architecture to better model multiple inputs including dialog history, persona information,
and current state. In addition, researchers explore the methods to capture the hierarchical structure of dialog. DialogBERT [61] employs a hierarchical Transformer architecture and additional
training objectives to capture the discourse-level coherence of dialog. DialoFlow [109] proposes
a dynamic flow mechanism to model the dialogue history by addressing the semantic influence
of each utterance. Furthermore, some papers are focused on the controllable dialogue system.
Zeng et al. [213] utilize condition-aware Transformer block to steer the response in a specific topic
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label. StyleDGPT [205] attempts to control the generated response in the target style with KL loss
in both word-level and sentence-level.
8.3.2 Task-Oriented Dialogue System. Task-oriented (a.k.a., goal-oriented) dialogue system
is a traditional dialog task and has many real-life applications. Before emergence of PLMs, taskoriented dialogue is typically broken down into several modules, including natural language
understanding, dialog state tracking, dialogue policy learning and natural language generation [225].
These components have labeled data to guide each module. Though the main goal of task-oriented
dialogue is to track user’s intent and state to fulfill necessary slot-value pairs, we mainly focus on
the generation part that generates response conditioned on given intent and slot pairs.
Considering the open-ended nature of dialog, researchers usually adopt the auto-regressive GPT2 as backbone. SC-GPT [143] serializes the system action as the input of and generates according
response. Moreover, researchers also attempt to build an end-to-end system for task-oriented dialog.
Budzianowski et al. [14] propose to generate response conditioned on the user input, system action
and database state. SimpleTOD [72] and Ham et al. [66] generate the dialog state, system action
and response successively, based on the user input and previous generated tokens. In addition,
Shalyminov et al. [166] propose to generate and retrieve candidate response respectively and utilize
NUC to select the best one. PRAL [60] utilizes two GPTs to model user and system respectively,
and also involves a third GPT to perform knowledge distillation.
8.4

Others

In this part, we will introduce other text generation tasks, including question generation, story
generation and data-to-text generation.
8.4.1 Question Generation. Question generation (QG) can be seen as dual problem of question
answering (QA), i.e., generate coherent question based on given passage and answer. Existing
PLMs, such as UniLM [5, 34] and ProphetNet [149], can be directly employed by concatenating the
passage and answer as input. Moreover, researchers explore this task in different QA settings. Due
to previous works focused on one-hop question generation, Huang et al. [78] propose a two-phase
model to solve multi-hop question generation. Considering the answer is usually composed of
single sentence, Cao et al. [16] attempt to generate open-ended questions which are answered by
multiple sentences. Moreover, Majumder et al. [129] propose a clarification question generation
task to ask question about the missing information in the passage in order to reduce ambiguity.
8.4.2 Story Generation. Different from the above-mentioned tasks, story (or narrative, news)
generation requires to generate a long-form open-ended text leveraging on the given title or premise.
It is challenging to produce a coherent and relevant text based on limited input [50].
In order to enhance the knowledge of PLMs, some works introduce knowledge graph or commonsense. Guan et al. [63] and Mao et al. [131] utilize commonsense knowledge base to intermediately
fine-tune PLMs to generate reasonable stories. In order to generate a long-form text, content
planning is a widely-used method to select specific content and determine the output structure.
PlotMachines et al. [154] extracts keywords from input as outline. Megatron-Cntrl [196] further
extends keywords to relevant sentences using knowledge base retrieval. ProGen [177] iteratively
refines the generated texts to enhance the quality. Moreover, to enhance consistency and coherency
of generated long text, Guan et al. [63] leverage the contrastive learning loss, similar to NSP loss,
to judge whether two sentences are successive in corpus.
8.4.3 Data-to-text Generation. All the above-mentioned tasks are text-to-text generation, i.e.,
the input is textual data. In the following, we will introduce the data-to-text generation, which
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refers to generating descriptive text about structured input data, such as table, knowledge graph
(KG) and abstract meaning representation (AMR).
Some researchers design special pretraining tasks to pretrain a specific model for table-to-text
generation [195], KG-to-text generation [23] and AMR-to-text generation [41]. Afterwards, the
most direct way to utilize existing PLMs is to simply linearize the structured table [27, 57] and
KG [69, 157] into textual form. Specially, it is common to leverage the depth-first traversal of AMR
as serialization [127, 157]. Considering the graph structure of KG and AMR, Li et al. [103] and
Ribeiro [158] employ GNN to obtain a better representation of each node. And Li et al. [103] further
align the entity embedding of PLM and GNN to bridge the semantic gap. Moreover, multi-task loss of
reconstructing the structured table [57] and KG [87, 103] is usually utilized to capture the semantic
correspondence between structured input and output text. Besides, some works borrow the idea of
dual learning to joint learn the data-to-text generation and text-to-data parsing tasks [87].
8.4.4 Other Generation Tasks. Besides the mentioned tasks, there also exist various applications
with PLMs. We will briefly introduce them. ColdGANs [164] explores the unconditional language
generation. KG-BART [121] investigates the commonsense generation, i.e., generating a natural
language consisting of provided commonsense concept (word), which can be as the hard-constrained
conditional generation [50]. Moreover, text style transfer means to convert a text into another style
while preserving the basic semantics of input [50], including sentiment transfer, formality transfer
and writing style transfer [90]. In addition, some researchers devote to literary creation, such as
poem [106] and lyric [199].
9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this survey, we present an overview of current representative research efforts on PLMs for text
generation, and expect it can facilitate future research. We began with introducing three key points
when applying PLMs for text generation, base on which the main content of our survey is divided
into three sections from the view of input representation learning, model architecture design,
and model optimization. Besides, we discussed several non-trivial challenges with respect to the
above three points. Finally, we reviewed a variety of evaluation metrics, open-source libraries, and
common applications to help practitioners evaluate, choose and employ PLMs for text generation.
To advance this field, there remains several open problems and future directions.
Controllable Generation. Controllable text generation with PLMs is an interesting direction
but still at a very early stage. Controlling some attributes of the generated text has many useful
applications such as generating positive response to patients with depression in dialogue systems.
However, PLMs are usually pretrained in universal corpus, which is difficult to control the multigrained attributes of the generated text (e.g., sentiment, topic, and coherence). Keskar et al. [88] has
explored text generation with control codes that govern style, content and task-specific behavior.
While, these control codes are preset and coarse-grained. Future work can explore multi-grained
control and develop PLMs that are sufficiently steerable.
Optimization Exploration. Fine-tuning is the predominant optimization way to distill the
linguistic knowledge learned in PLMs to downstream generation tasks. At present, prompt-based
learning has become a performant and lightweight optimization method [115]. Future work can
explore more kinds of optimization approaches that can combine the advantages of current methods.
Language-agnostic PLMs. Nowadays, almost all the PLMs for text generation are mainly based
on English. These PLMs will encounter challenges when dealing with non-English generation tasks.
Therefore, language-agnostic PLMs are worthy to be investigated, which need to capture universal
linguistic and semantic features across different languages. An interesting direction is how to reuse
existing English-based PLMs for text generation in non-English languages.
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Ethical Concern. Currently, PLMs are pretrained on large-scale corpus crawled from the web
without fine-grained filtering, potentially causing ethical issues such as generating private content
about users. Therefore, researchers should try their best to prevent misusing PLMs. For this purpose,
we can follow the key steps in [160], such as identifying threats and potential impacts and assessing
likelihood. Besides, the text generated by PLMs might be prejudiced, which is in line with the
bias in training data along the dimensions of gender, race, and religion [13]. Hence, we ought to
intervene PLMs for preventing such biases. The research on the general approach is extensive but
still preliminary for PLMs.
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